
Videoclip synopsis “Agni’s Dynasty (Fire I)” 
                                                                  Introduction  

The main story is based on a Hindu deity named Agni,           
who represents the fire energy.  

Agni rides a goat that is his faithful servant. His goat           
represents the earth’s firepower and energy. Agni is        
sometimes represented with two heads and six arms that         
symbolizes his duality of nature of fire. Warmth and         
destruction. In this context, that duality is performed by         
two different characters, Agni and his servant goat.  

 

 

 

The rooms where these two characters act represent a “spiritual world”, a parallel dimension.              
Take into account that in the original story there´s no gender differentiation, however in our story                
both characters represented are women.  

Plot 

Agni’s silhouette is displayed against the curtains. Her        
servant goat opens a chest and gives her an insect as an            
offering. Agni devours it. A flame comes out of her mouth           
representing the power of fire that incinerates everything. 

The servant goat takes    
a mirror out of the     

chest and observes her reflection. She is frightened by what          
she sees and offers the mirror to Agni. Agni then takes the            
mirror, as she gazes at herself in the mirror she doesn’t           
seem astonished by what she sees, given that the servant          
goats’ reflection is what she perceives in the mirror. 
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Conflict 

Agni asks for more objects to devour. The servant goat          
finds something in the chest. A puppet that seems         
interesting. She’s fascinated by its form and beauty        
because it reminds her of humanity. She falls in love with           
the puppet and doesn’t want to offer it to Agni. She plays            
with the object and seems to be happy, enjoying that          
short moment. Agni’s fury is visible through her eyes and          
holds her royal mace tight, showing her discontent. 

Once again, Agni demands for more objects to devour         
and punishes the servant with her scepter when she         
refuses. The puppet is thrown back in the chest and it           
stays there, for a while… 

In the meantime, in another room, Agni and her servant          
goat look at themselves in another mirror. It is at this           
time that the servant goat realizes she is Agni’s alter ego. They sing. 

Climax 

To soothe and entertain the fire god´s       
energy/fury, the servant goat plays some music       
for Agni in a gesture of submission. Meanwhile,        
the puppet (representing humanity) escapes from      
the chest and recovers its freedom. Agni and her         
servant don’t even notice it. Further in another        
stay, they continue discovering their duality,      
looking to each other through a window and trying         
to merge into one new entity. In fact they become          
one and dance moving their multiple arms. 

Video production 
Script, camera, costume design, scenography, direction and post-production -  Isabel Restrepo 
Co-direction and camera - Lore Loncke 
Lighting, camera and script assistance - Paulette Parchmont 
Script assistance and costume design - Isadora Cortina 
Make up -  Karima El Moussaoui 
Camera assistance - Erik Vochten  

Dramatis Personæ 
Agni - Isadora Cortina 
Servant goat - Isabel Restrepo  

Musicians 
Daniel Díaz - guitar 
Hamlet - voice & bass 
Wesley Beernaert - growling voice 
Sepp Coeck (guest) - Maxime Moreira (studio) - drums  
Isadora Cortina - voice 
Isabel Restrepo - harmonium & voice 

 


